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in nanomedicine-mediated
cytosolic delivery

Hangyu Son, Jeongsu Shin and Joonhyuck Park *

Cytosolic delivery of bioactive agents has exhibited great potential to cure undruggable targets and

diseases. Because biological cell membranes are a natural barrier for living cells, efficient delivery

methods are required to transfer bioactive and therapeutic agents into the cytosol. Various strategies

that do not require cell invasive and harmful processes, such as endosomal escape, cell-penetrating

peptides, stimuli-sensitive delivery, and fusogenic liposomes, have been developed for cytosolic delivery.

Nanoparticles can easily display functionalization ligands on their surfaces, enabling many bio-

applications for cytosolic delivery of various cargo, including genes, proteins, and small-molecule drugs.

Cytosolic delivery uses nanoparticle-based delivery systems to avoid degradation of proteins and keep

the functionality of other bioactive molecules, and functionalization of nanoparticle-based delivery

vehicles imparts a specific targeting ability. With these advantages, nanomedicines have been used for

organelle-specific tagging, vaccine delivery for enhanced immunotherapy, and intracellular delivery of

proteins and genes. Optimization of the size, surface charges, specific targeting ability, and composition

of nanoparticles is needed for various cargos and target cells. Toxicity issues with the nanoparticle

material must be managed to enable clinical use.
1 Introduction

Nanomedicine is known to use sub-micrometer-sized delivery
vehicles to transport various bioactive molecules and
proteins.1–3 Proteins and genes are the most important
components for the structure, regulation, and biological func-
tion of the body.4Malfunction ormutation of those components
oen leads to a detrimental status and incurable diseases.
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When proteins are damaged, direct replacement and regulation
of downstream signaling pathways via agonistic protein–
protein interactions can be a straightforward therapeutic
strategy.5 Microinjection, electroporation, and sonoporation are
physical delivery methods.6–9 However, those traditional
methods for transient permeabilization through physical
delivery are low-throughput and invasive, potentially causing
side effects and hindering cell function. For transient protein
delivery, an antibody is the most popular bioactive protein due
to its excellent targeting ability and selectivity. The US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) has approved more than 10 types of
antibody-drug conjugates for clinical use.10 However, they
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mainly target secreted or cell membrane proteins. Exogenous
gene delivery via a viral carrier or plasmid can insert genetic
information, but that can have harmful effects, including
potential oncogenesis.11 Even though many small-molecule and
water-soluble drugs can inhibit endogenous enzymes inside the
cell cytosol or organelles, their low-efficiency intracellular
delivery and rapid clearance from in vivo systems make them
unsuitable for clinical use.12,13

To address those issues, cytosolic delivery of nanomedicines
carrying proteins, genes, and small-molecule drugs has become
attractive.14 Tailoring the surface chemistry of nanoparticles
(NPs) provides enhanced colloidal stability and the ability to
deliver cargo proteins directly to the cytosol. NP-based carrier
platforms use electrostatic interactions to form complexes
between a nanocarrier and its cargo proteins.15–18 When the
cargo biomolecule is a gene, the nanomedicine delivery system
protects the gene from digestion enzyme activity and other
unfavorable conditions during in vivo delivery. Also, small
molecules usually exhibit rapid pharmacokinetics, so a massive
amount or a suspended release system is oen required for
curing diseases.19

Despite the importance of bioactive proteins and genes,
direct cytosolic delivery of cargo biomolecules remains chal-
lenging because the lipid bilayer has an inherent negative
charge that repels most proteins and genes. Penetration of the
lipid bilayer barrier requires secure colloidal stability of the
delivery vehicle in a hydrophilic environment. Custom-designed
nanomachines can penetrate through the hydrophobic part of
the lipid bilayer.20 However, a delivery strategy versatile enough
to carry various types of biomolecules and drugs is needed.

Delivery strategies for nanomedicine, including cell-
penetrating peptide (CPP)-mediated delivery, endosomal
escape, stimuli-sensitive delivery, and fusogenic liposomes
(FLs), have been studied extensively. In 1988, researchers found
that the transactivator of the transcription (TAT) protein of HIV-
1 played a key role in transporting viral genetic information
through the cell membrane.21 CPPs are usually composed of 5 to
30 amino acids and can be internalized into cells via various
Joonhyuck Park received his B.S.
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delivery mechanisms. The surface of a nanomedicine can be
tethered by cationic or amphiphilic CPPs, resulting in direct
cytosolic delivery.22–24 However, the mechanism for cytosolic
delivery using CPPs is not fully understood and oen requires
both direct cytosol and endocytic delivery. Endosomal escape via
the proton sponge effect is normally assisted by protonable
cationic polymers.25 Proton inux from the cytosol to the
endosome increases the concentration of the counterion until
the osmotic pressure becomes high enough to disturb the
structural stability of the endosome. Fusion or pore formation in
the endosomal membrane also is proposed. During endocytosis,
the cargo biomolecules are exposed to acidic pH, which destroys
their enzymatic activity and the 3D structure of natural
proteins.26 The low efficiency of endosomal escape is another
issue with this drug-delivery method. Stimuli-sensitive delivery
methods are widely accepted in various drug delivery elds.27,28

The cytosolic delivery of bioactive cargos encapsulated in
a nanomedicine can happen under many different cues from
certain cell lines or tissues. As the stimulus for cargo delivery,
pH, hypoxia, and near-infrared (NIR) light have been used. In
a mouse model and in clinical use, these stimuli-sensitive
methods are essential to decreasing off-target activity and
increasing the efficiency of cytosolic delivery. FLs are spherical
vesicles composed of a single or bilayer of lipids.29 The compo-
nents of a FL are mostly cationic and amphiphilic lipids. The
delivery mechanism of FLs remains elusive. Membrane fusion
and endocytosis are possible major delivery mechanisms, and
both methods disturb the host lipids. The nanomedicine and
cell type for each experiment must be chosen carefully.

Here, we focus on recent progress in the cytosolic delivery of
nanomedicines, including various delivery strategies (pene-
trating peptides, endosomal escape, stimuli-sensitive delivery,
fusogenic liposomes), their delivery mechanisms, and applica-
tions (Scheme 1). Depending on their delivery methods and
mechanisms, we introduce nanomedicines for cytosolic delivery
that have been applied in organelle-specic tagging, vaccine
delivery for enhanced immunotherapy, and intracellular
delivery of bioactive molecules. This review also described the
commercialized or clinically tested nanomedicine adopting the
cytosolic delivery methods. Finally, we mention future
perspectives on what aspects are needed to be carefully
considered and customized to achieve clinically applicable
nanomedicines through cytosolic delivery.
Scheme 1 Schematic representation of the nanomedicine-mediated
cytosolic delivery.
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Fig. 1 Tumor microenvironment dependent cytosolic delivery of
MPEG-PHMEMA-NPs which encapsulate tetraguanidinium and model
protein. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 30 with permission
from [American Chemical Society], copyright [2022].
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2 Delivery methods
2.1 Penetrating peptides

Major obstacles to protein therapy are low membrane penetra-
tion and endosomal entrapment of cargo proteins. To address
these issues, CPPs have been used as functional groups on
nanoparticles, which can delivered into the cytosol under
various mechanisms (Scheme 2). The target proteins can be
encapsulated by a CPP-modied NP or formed by mixing CPPs
and target proteins via electrostatic interaction. Liyi Fu et al.
developed multistage NPs that were activated by a tumor
microenvironment (Fig. 1).30 They produced MPEG-PHMEMA
NPs out of both a hydrophilic block (methoxy poly(ethylene
glycol) (MPEG)) and a hydrophobic block (poly(2-(hexamethy-
leneimino)ethyl methacrylate) (PHMEMA)) containing tetra-
guanidinium-modied saporin (TG-S). Saporin is a ribosome-
inactivating protein and was encapsulated inside the NPs. The
MPEG-PHMEMA NPs had a hydrodynamic (HD) size of 80 nm at
pH 7.4 and released TG-S at pH 6.5, which is a tumor micro-
environment condition. Efficient and direct cytosolic delivery of
green uorescent protein (GFP) or dye-labeled saporin-loaded
NPs to A549 cells and spheroid cells was conrmed by
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). The antitumor
effect of the TG-S-loaded MPEG-PHMEMA NPs was conrmed
in an A549 xenogra mouse model.

Easy complexation between CPP-functionalized carriers and
cargo proteins has been applied to cytosolic delivery of proteins.
Lv et al. synthesized guanidyl-functionalized polyethyleneimine
(PEI) that can be used as a protein carrier and a protonable
Scheme 2 Schematic representation of cytosolic delivery mecha-
nisms for the cell-penetrating peptides.

9790 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 9788–9799
polymer for endosomal escape.31 The guanidyl group can
interact with residual groups of proteins through the salt bridge
and hydrogen bonding. With those interactions, the guanidyl-
rich PEIs delivered various types of protein (bovine serum
albumin, beta-galactosidase, horseradish peroxidase, chymo-
trypsin, and trypsin) while preserving their bioactivity. Among
the 18 guanidyl-rich polymers tested, 4-guanodinobenzoic acid
(GBA)-functionalized PEIs exhibited the most efficient delivery
of cargo proteins. The complex has an HD size of 200–300 nm
and is positively charged. The complexes were colloidally stable
under buffer conditions and efficiently delivered their cargo
proteins through charge interaction between the guanidyl
groups and negatively charged biomolecules on the cell
membrane. The authors claimed that the colloidal stability
might have originated from paired guanidyl-p interactions
between the benzene and guanidyl groups. While cytosolic
delivery of the cargo was demonstrated, an endocytosis mech-
anism study of GBA-coated PEIs revealed that delivery of cargo
proteins also followed energy-dependent endocytosis along
multiple pathways.

Genetic manipulation of protein expression and purication
has been used for cytosolic delivery for decades because natural
proteins normally cannot be delivered into the cytoplasm.
However, post-modication of natural proteins has been
studied by researchers because of its easy and simple processes.
Kitagishi et al. achieved efficient cytosolic delivery of proteins
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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and liposomes using host–guest chemistry, which uses non-
covalent supramolecule interactions between b-cyclodextrin
(CD, host) and adamantane (Ad, guest).32 They used click
chemistry between the octaarginine (R8) chain and CD to ach-
ieve cell-penetrating CD (R8-CDOH). They then used non-
covalent interactions to obtain a complex of the R8-CDOH carrier
and Ad tagging molecules. Based on the cationic charge of the
R8, the R8-CDOH carriers can be delivered directly into the
cytosol. CD exhibits water solubility, low cytotoxicity, and
biocompatibility. Because the Ad tags tethered on the cargo
protein (GFP, b-gal, and IgG) are very small, they had no
noticeable effect on the structure or function of the cargo
proteins. Furthermore, the Ad tags are easy to modify on amine
groups of the protein via the N-hydroxysuccinimide reaction.

Proteins play a pivotal role in signal transduction and
cellular homeostasis, and abnormal proteins can cause serious
disease. Mout et al. reported direct cytosolic delivery using
proteins with an oligo(glutamate) sequence (E-tag) and
arginine-terminalized gold NPs (ArgNPs).33 Nanoassemblies
(HD size:∼500 nm) can be formed by mixing the E-tagged cargo
proteins and ArgNPs (HD size: 10 nm) via electrostatic interac-
tions. Specically, E-tagged granzyme A, which can induce
apoptosis, was delivered to the cytosol of HeLa cells. That same
research group reported an ArgNP delivery system that used
nanovectors to deliver biotinylated proteins through the biotin-
streptavidin interaction (Fig. 2).34 Those biologically self-
assembled complexes were achieved by mixing biotinylated
cargo proteins poly(oxanorbornene)imide polymers (PONI-
Guan) was added to the STV/b-E20/b-proteins, producing self-
Fig. 2 Schematic representation of preparing guanidinium-function-
alized polymer and streptavidin nanocomposites with biotinylated
cargos. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 34 with permission
from [American Chemical Society], copyright [2022].

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
assembled nanocomposites (HD size: 200–350 nm) of STV/b-
E20/b-protein and PONI-Guan via electrostatic interaction.
The cytosolic delivery of the nanocomposites was similar to that
with the ArgNP-based delivery mechanism: which was directly
delivered into the cytosol by membrane fusion-like manners by
E-tagging. GFP and granzyme A were used as cargo proteins,
and uorescence images and cell apoptosis for GFP and gran-
zyme A, respectively, were conrmed under CLSM. CPPs have
been also applied in a delivery of drugs,35 viral particles36 and
semiconductor nanoparticles.37

2.2 Endosomal escape

Cytosolic delivery has a unique benet when the target proteins
or subcellular organelles are located inside cells, which gener-
ally makes them undruggable and/or unreachable by the
protein or drug itself. Among the cytosolic delivery methods,
endosomal escape has been investigated by many researchers.
Ren et al. introduced a dendrimer delivery platform that was
functionalized with dipicolylamine (DPA).38 The DPA moieties
can bind to Zn2+ ions through a coordination bond, and further
coordination can be achieved by anionic (sulfate, phosphate,
and carboxyl groups), cationic (imidazole and amines), and
hydrophobic functional groups. An amine-terminated poly-
amidoamine dendrimer was functionalized with DPA and
termed GD. It had an HD size of ∼150 nm and high delivery
efficiency when 57 DPA ligands were tethered on its outmost
surface. Those authors claimed that endosomal escape
occurred due to the excellent pH-buffering capability of the
DPA/Zn2+. The endocytosis mechanism of GD was mainly gov-
erned by micropinocytosis-dependent and lipid-ra-mediated
pathways. Other metal ions (Cu2+, Mn2+, Fe2+, Ni2+, Co2+) were
used instead of Zn2+, but Cu2+ showed only about half the
delivery efficiency of Zn2+. CLSM conrmed the efficient delivery
of uorescein 5-isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated bovine serum
albumin and 5–10 oligopeptides using the dendrimer carrier
system.

He et al. introduced an endosomal escape strategy by
a particle-to-ber transition (Fig. 3). They showcased the effi-
cient cytosolic delivery and endosomal escape of phosphopep-
tides or alkaline phosphatase (ALP).39 ALP is located in lipid
ras and catalyzes dephosphorylation when phosphopeptides
are localized on the cell membrane. The phosphopeptides then
self-assemble with one another. The researchers synthesized
Fig. 3 Illustration how endosomal escape occurred by making
nanofibers which consequence of interaction with phosphoprotein
and TNAP. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 39 with
permission from [American Chemical Society], copyright [2021].

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 9788–9799 | 9791
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a uorescent phosphopeptide (NBD-1p) using nitro-
benzoxadiazole (NBD) as the uorophore and naphthyl-
conjugated D-phosphotetrapeptide (D-Lys-D-pTyr-D-Phe-D-Phe)
as the phosphopeptide. They conrmed their hypothesis using
HEK293 cells that overexpressed a red-uorescent protein tag
on a tissue-nonspecic alkaline phosphatase (TNAP). The NBD-
1p was localized on the cellular membrane and interacted with
the TNAP by the dephosphorylation. When the NBD-1p
assembled properly, endocytosis occurred, and the TNAP was
endocytosed. In the endosome, the NBD-1p assemblies were
dephosphorylated continuously, forming a nanober with an
HD size of 300–1000 nm. Those nanobers ruptured the
endosome, resulting in cytosolic delivery of the cargo.

Beach et al. reported the sensitive and quantitative determi-
nation method of luciferase endosomal escape to estimate the
efficiency of endosomal escape.40 Poly(2-diethylamino ethyl
methacrylate) (PDEAEMA) and poly(2-diisopropylamino ethyl
methacrylate) (PDPAEMA) were used as protonable polymers that
can be protonated on amine moieties under acidic pH. The
protonation process induced disassembly of NPs and endosomal
escape through a build-up of osmotic pressure. The core
PDPAEMA (pKa: 5.6) and PDEAEMA-r-PDPAEMA (pKa: 6.4) poly-
mers were used as the carrier for delivery. The in situ biolumi-
nescent pair (LgBiT (17.8 kDa) and HiBiT (1.3 kDa)) was used as
a signal reporter when the polymer carrier was delivered into the
cytosol. LgBiT was expressed in the cytosol of HEK293T cells, and
HiBiT peptides were conjugated on the core polymer. When
endosomal escape occurred, the LgBiT met the HiBiT, and
a luminescent signal was produced. Those authors claimed that
the concentration of core polymer-based carrier they used did
not induce full disruption of the endosome but only a partial
puncture that resulted in diffusion of cargo protein from the
endosome to the cytosol without noticeable cytotoxicity.
Fig. 4 Schematic representation for the design of photolabile
spherical nucleic acid (PSNA). This figure has been reproduced from
ref. 42 with permission from [American Chemical Society], copyright
[2021].
2.3 Stimuli-sensitive delivery

Carriers with high serum tolerance are needed for efficient
cytosolic delivery systems in vivo because complexes assembled
through electrostatic interaction are labile under physiological
conditions. Zhang et al. created pH-responsive G5-DAITC (GDA)
composed of a generation-ve PAMAM dendrimer (G5) and 4-
diethylaminophenyl isothiocyanate (DAITC).41 GDAs with a high
proportion of DAITC (pKa: 4.7) retained their shape at physio-
logical pH and completely disassembled at endolysosomal pH.
The GDA/enhanced green uorescent protein (EGFP) complexes
had an HD size around 253 nm and released about 20% of their
EGFP in serum-containing medium and all of it at a pH lower
than 6.0. The complexes were able to enter cells through lipid-
ra-mediated and clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Those
authors used ow cytometry to investigate whether the GDA
protected the native function of ribonuclease A (RNase A) and
found that the GDA did protect the enzymatic function of RNase
A (>60% cell apoptosis was induced). GDA successfully trans-
ported diverse cargo, including FITC-labeled RNase A, oval-
bumin, a-chymotrypsin, superoxide dismutase, rhodamine B
isothiocyanate-labeled catalase, yellow uorescent protein,
and R-phycoerythrin, into 143B cells and other cell types.
9792 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 9788–9799
To knock down oncogenes, oligonucleotide drugs (ONDs)
have been used as an anticancer medicine. The biggest draw-
back of ONDs is that they are effortlessly degraded by endoge-
nous nucleases and are difficult to load into the cytoplasm with
a negative charge. Chen et al. reported a photolabile spherical
nucleic acid (PSNA) as a delivery carrier (Fig. 4).42 They used two-
step NIR light illumination to control the disassembly of PSNA
and activate gene therapy with photodynamic therapy. The
PSNA was composed of an amphiphilic OND, a singlet oxygen-
degradable linker, pheophorbide a, hydrophilic siRNA, and
hydrophobic peptide nucleic acid–based antisense oligonucle-
otide (pASO). Aer light irradiation, the PSNA structure was
disrupted, and the HD size increased from 126 nm, which did
not occur in the negative control. Cellular uptake of PSNA was
observed in HeLa cells using Cy3-labeled siRNAH, Cy7-labeled
pASOB, and a lysosome tracker, with 90% overlap between the
siRNA and the lysosome tracker. Upon illumination with
670 nm light, the HIF-1a and Bcl-2 expression levels, which were
selected as the targets for gene therapy, were signicantly
downregulated in a dose- and irradiation time-dependent
manner, reducing the cell viability by almost 31%.

Sloand et al. applied peruorocarbon (PFC) nanoemulsion
carriers of protein biotherapeutics for cytosolic delivery via
ultrasound (US) activation. The PFC nanoemulsions are note-
worthy stimulus-responsive delivery carriers with clinical
applications.43 However, they suffer strong hydrophobicity
caused by their uorous liquid interior. Those authors created
ionic peruorononanoic acid (PFNA), which was composed of
peruorohexane and uorous tags and had the capacity for
uorous masking and counterbalancing against the polarity of
uorine content. The PFNA can be applied for US-mediated
cytosolic transduction. They conrmed the ability of the uo-
rous nanoemulsions to allow on-demand cytosolic delivery of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the immunization process,
including antigen uptake/activation, the cytosolic release of HBsAg for
subsequent cross-presentation, and the activation of lymph nodes and
immune responses. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 45 with
permission from [Elsevier], copyright [2020].
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biological cargo under US activation. Then, they constructed
peruoropentane-based peptide emulsions (NEGFP) that were
encapsulated by a peptide emulsier with a sequence specic
for the cell-targeted uorous nanoemulsions with an HD size of
∼300 nm. The NEGFP showed rapid transduction of GFP into
human A549 cells aer the US trigger, whereas no detection of
GFP was observed before the trigger. Puried rabbit IgG (∼150
kDa) was used, and the NEIgG particles facilitated on-demand
and transiently controlled intracellular delivery of the cargo
upon US activation. They used a human HRasG12V-expressing
mouse, susceptible to cutaneous squamous papillomas, to test
the in vivo applicability of the nanoemulsions, and they found
that the NEIgG successfully permeated the tissue under an
external US pulse.

RNase has gained great attention because it is a high efficacy,
high specicity anti-cancer agent. However, natural RNase has
high instability, a short lifespan, and decient membrane per-
meabilization. Si et al. introduced the supramolecular nanogels
which deliver RNase safely.44 The nanogels were synthesized
using one of two block copolymers, either azobenzene (Azo) or
b-cyclodextrin (bCD) conjugated with poly(L-glutamic acid)-
gra-poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ester (PLG-g-mPEG), to
produce PLG-g-mPEG/Azo or PLG-g-mPEG/bCD, respectively.
Through their host–guest interaction, RNase was encapsulated
inside the nanogels in an aqueous condition (Nano-RNase). The
HD size of this complex was 126 nm. Along with nitroreductase
(NTR), which is highly expressed in hypoxic tumor sites, the
non-covalent interactions in Azo and bCD become labile, which
releases the RNase. Using FITC-labeled RNase, the authors
demonstrated efficient cytosolic delivery and death rate of 4T1
tumor cells and showed tumor suppression in 4T1-tumor-
bearing mice. The endocytosis mechanism of the nanogels
was conrmed to be energy-dependent and to occur along
multiple pathways.
2.4 Fusogenic liposomes

Even though the hepatitis B virus (HBV) causes a crucial
disease, it is a challenge to treat efficiently due to drug resis-
tance and the adverse events of present treatments. Most NP
uptake is accomplished by endocytosis, which leaves the NPs
entrapped in the endosomal compartments and inhibits their
direct delivery interaction with the cytosol and organelles.
Therefore, NPs that can bypass the endosome are needed for
intracellular cytosolic delivery and organelle manipulation.

Hu et al. used membrane fusion strategy to transfer hepatitis
B surface antigen (HBsAg) into the cytoplasm (Fig. 5).45 They
created liposomes of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine (DOPE), CpG, cholesteryl hemi-
succinate, and HBsAg (HBsAg&CpG@Lip) that possessed pH
responsiveness and had an HD size of ∼195 nm. Interestingly,
their size could be increased to 790 nm in an acidic environ-
ment, whereas it did not change under a neutral pH. The lipo-
some containing HBsAg increased the amount of antigen
uptake without noteworthy cytotoxicity compared with the
unaccompanied antigen. Additionally, it improved the MHC II,
TNF-a, CD86, and CD40 expression levels on bone marrow-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
derived dendritic cells (BMDCs). HBsAg was colocalized with
the lysosomes in BMDCs. When the liposomes were injected
into the legs of Balb/c mice, the expression of MHC I and II,
CD40, and CD86 increased. The expression of CD69 and CD27
was enhanced when C57BL/6 mice were inoculated with the
HBsAg&CpG@Lip. The HBsAg&CpG@Lip could encourage the
proliferation of IFN-g-secreting cells and the expression of
CD69 on the surfaces of T cells, both of which are required to
activate cytotoxic T lymphocytes.

Chen et al. presented cell membrane FLs that enabled cyto-
solic delivery of proteins and nanoparticles.46 They used
magnetic NPs (MNPs) coated with positively charged FLs
produced with 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DMPC), 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-
poly(ethylene glycol) (DSPE-PEG), and 1,2-dioleoyl-3-
(trimethylammonium)propane (DOTAP) at the molar ratio of
76.2 : 3.8 : 20, respectively. The bare MNP HD size was 61 nm,
and the nal HD size of the lipo-MNPs was around 200 nm. To
determine whether the uptake of lipo-MNPs depended on
membrane fusion, they administered lipo-MNPs to ARPE-19
cells, which were preincubated with the membrane fusion
inhibitor, enfuvirtide. They found that the liposomes andMNPs
were completely inhibited. Aer internalization, only a few of
the MNPs colocalized with the liposomes and early endosomes.
Therefore, most of the fusogenic MNPs permeated the cells
through liposome-membrane fusion. With the addition of the
lysosome-targeting Lamp1-GFP, enhanced lysosome localiza-
tion of MNPs was conrmed.

Positively charged FLs have been widely used to deliver cargo
through the cellular membrane. Because the net charge of
a cellular membrane is usually negative, negatively charged
cargo, such as DNA, mRNA, and siRNA, hampers the interaction
between FLs and the cellular membrane. As the amount of
negatively charged cargo increases, the cytosolic delivery effi-
ciency of FLs can be lowered. Hoffmann et al. reported an
optimized amount of neutralization reagent (NR) and liposome
compositions for nucleic acid (NA) transfection because the
partial neutralization of NAs improves their delivery efficiency
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 9788–9799 | 9793
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by membrane fusion.47 The optimal molar ratio of NR/siRNA,
mRNA, and pDNA was 5/1, 50/1, and 450/1, respectively.
Those authors claimed that the FL/NR complexes with the
highest zeta potential showed the highest mRNA transfection
efficiency. Their DOPE/DOTAP/1,1-dioctadecyl-3,3,3,3-
tetramethylindotricarbocyanine (DIR) (1/1/0.1) FLs can cause
1700 fusions per cell within 10 minutes, resulting in the
movement of nearly 105 mRNA molecules per cell into the
cytoplasm. Because the primary tissue is one of the hardest cells
to transfer, FL/NR/NA complexes were administered to primary
cortical tissue and isolated rat embryonic cortical tissue for
mRNA delivery, and high-efficiency transfection of eGFP-mRNA
to primary tissues was detected.

3 Applications
3.1 Vaccine delivery for immunotherapy

Cancer immunotherapy (CIT) encourages the immune system
to attack cancerous tissues and cells by controlling the immune
microenvironment. Cyclic-GMP-AMP (cGAMP) that can activate
the stimulator of the interferon gene has been considered an
important factor in initiating anticancer immunity. Because
cGAMP is an inherently unstable small molecule that shows fast
clearance, its intracellular delivery efficiency is very low. Chen
et al. reported a redox-responsible cGAMP-loaded nanovaccine
(NV) composed of an arginine-modied disulde monomer,
cGAMP, and Mn2+ ions (Fig. 6).48 It was 176 nm in diameter and
released cGAMP in a physiological reducing environment. Mn2+

ions stabilized the NV structure, and the disulde monomer
formed polysuldes. Disassembly of the polysuldes under
physiological conditions was conrmed and allowed direct
cytosolic delivery of the NV. Flow cytometry and ELISA for
cytokines conrmed that administration of Mn-cGAMP NV led
to the maturation of bone marrow-derived dendritic cells. The
immunostimulatory potency of the Mn-cGAMP NV was similar
to that of the LPS used as the positive control. Intratumoral
injection of the Mn-cGAMP NV suppressed the tumor growth
rate and improved the survival rate of mice in a B16F10 tumor
Fig. 6 Schematic representation of Mn-cGAMP NVs and the direct
cytosolic delivery of cGAMP. This figure has been reproduced from ref.
48 with permission from [Wiley], copyright [2021].

9794 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 9788–9799
xenogra model by recruiting both CD3 and CD8 T cells. The
lymph nodes and spleen were effectively activated (2–3 times
more mature DCs and mass of spleen) and delayed tumor
growth. Cytosolic delivery of cGAMPNV was demonstrated as an
NP-based small-molecule delivery system that resulted in
effective CIT.

Myocardial infarction (MI) causes acute inammation and
recruits immune cells rapidly, causing tissue damage and heart
failure. Immune tolerance for antigens from damaged MI tissue
can limit excess inammation. Kwon et al. reported an NP-
based vaccine composed of MI tissue lysate (antigen), uni-
lamellar liposome, and rapamycin (L-Ag/R).49 Aer MI, MI tissue
lysate can be used as specic antigens to induce immune
responses. When the MI tissue lysate was administered with the
loaded rapamycin, it reduced pro-inammatory cytokines (IL-1,
IL-6, and IL-12) and increased the expression levels of anti-
inammatory cytokines (IL-10 and TGF-b). The hydrodynamic
size of the L-Ag/R was 218 nm, which was maintained for more
than one week in 10% serum. In an in vivo mouse model, co-
delivery of rapamycin and MI antigens via intradermal injec-
tion of L-Ag/R induced DC maturation and increased the pop-
ulation of Treg cells. The immune tolerance ability of L-Ag/R
inhibited unfavored cardiac remodeling and enhanced cardiac
function. Infarct size and the amount of brosis aer MI were
almost 2 times lower than in the control samples. Unilamellar
liposomes containing both MI tissue lysates and immune
modulatory drugs effectively reduced the inammatory
response, resulting in less damage to heart tissue aer MI.

Tumor-associated carbohydrate antigens (TACA) are glycan
biomolecules covalently conjugated to lipids or proteins that
are overexpressed on the surfaces of cancer cells. TACAs are
innately weak immunogens by themselves, which limits vaccine
development using them. Trabbic et al. synthesized AuNPs
capped with b-1,3-Glucans and further functionalized with
a MUC4 (mucin protein)-based glycopeptide antigen composed
of MUC4 oligopeptides, a cathepsin-sensitive cleavage site, and
a disaccharide antigen that is specically overexpressed in
tumor sites.50 b-1,3-Glucans at the surface of the AuNPs can
target the dectin-1 ligand on the surface of tumor macrophages.
The average HD size of the AuNP-based NV was 40–50 nm. The
NVs were delivered to macrophages and cathepsins, where they
cleaved the specic sites of tumor antigens to recruit antigen-
presenting cells and induce an immune response. In in vivo
vaccination tests of MUC4 glycopeptides, the NVs were more
than 10 times more effective at the cytokine stimulation level
than a protein carrier, CRM197 (a non-toxic form of the diph-
theria toxin).
3.2 Protein/gene delivery

Cytosolic delivery of proteins and genes is not an efficient
process because their surface charge is negative under physio-
logical conditions (i.e., their isoelectric point (pI) is usually less
than 7), which is very similar to the net surface charge of the cell
membrane. Because of the increasing biological use and clinical
need for protein drugs and gene editing techniques, researchers
aim to enhance the delivery efficiency of proteins and genes.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Non-viral carriers are some of the most reliable vehicles because
of their transience and lower chance of unexpected gene
insertion compared with viral carriers.

Sarkar et al. reported a polyaspartic acid–based NP function-
alized with aliphatic chains, amino-benzyl guanidinium, and
quaternary ammonium moieties (Fig. 7).51 The vehicle displayed
a strong positive charge at the surface, resulting in nano-assembly
via electrostatic interactions with both DNA and proteins. The
colloidal stability of the nano-assembly was maintained even in
DMEM for 24 hours. With an HD of 30 nm without a payload, the
rhodamine-functionalized NPs were delivered into the cytosol via
an energy-independent pathway. Cytosolic delivery of self-
assembled protein (payload)–NP (polymer vehicle) composites
was demonstrated under an 8 : 1 protein: polymer ratio. The
polymer-based NP showed efficient transfection (>90%) for
various cell types. Plasmid DNA with GFP was successfully deliv-
ered to various cell types, including KB, SHSY5Y, astrocytes, and
progenitors. A higher expression level of GFP was achieved by
polymeric nano-assembly, with less cytotoxicity and a shorter
incubation time (2 h) than lipofectamine (12 h).

Physical methods for cytosolic delivery usually cause severe
damage to the cell membrane.52 A controlled fast acoustic ow
Fig. 7 Polyaspartic acid for efficient gene delivery carrier. (a) Various
cell types were transfected with pDNA by co-incubation of either
polymer-pDNA nano-assembly or lipofectamine-pDNA (b) western
blot assay for quantitative estimation of GFP expression level of
transfected cells (c) schematic representation of proposed cytosolic
pDNA delivery mechanism via the nanoassembly. This figure has been
reproduced from ref. 51 with permission from [American Chemical
Society], copyright [2022].

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
was generated using a gigahertz-frequency (GHz) resonator that
showed marginal deformation of the cell membrane and
induced transiently improved intracellular delivery. This
method has been used to increase the cellular uptake of drug
molecules and nanomaterials with low cytotoxicity. Pan et al.
reported a GHz acoustic resonator that can deliver various types
of proteins into the cytosol of different cell lines. Using posi-
tively charged GFP and 400 mW GHz acoustic treatment for
20 min, cytosolic delivery of GFP was conrmed in HeLa cells
with no noticeable cytotoxicity. However, higher than 400 mW
GHz treatment induced severe cytotoxicity to HeLa cells. Cre
recombinase is a cationic nuclease that targets LoxP recognition
sites and specically downregulates GFP expression in the
transfected cell line. With Cre recombinase and GHz treatment,
exogenous enzyme delivery was conrmed by GFP down-
regulation. For GHz treatment, cell-type and ATP-independent
intracellular delivery were conrmed using various cell lines
and endocytosis inhibitors.

Zhang et al. reported an NV composed of guanidinium-
containing thiolated monomers, neoantigens, and agonists
of toll-like receptor 9 (CpG-ODN).53 The monomers connected
and formed polysulde NPs via self-assembly of antigens and
CpG-ODN. The nanovaccines were loaded into cells via direct
cytosolic delivery. The concentration of inammation markers
(IL-12, TNF-a) was increased aer vaccination. Activation of
bone marrow-derived dendritic cells and increasing T cell
proliferation were obtained by cytosolic delivery of the nano-
vaccine in cultured cells. Subcutaneous injection of the
nanovaccine in an in vivo mouse model led to maturation of
more than 40% of dendritic cells and T cell activation in both
the spleen and blood that was about ∼3 times higher than in
the control condition. A dose of 5 vaccinations every 4 days
improved the survival rate (80% for 3 months) and slowed the
tumor growth rate. Aer 3 weeks of immunization, tumor-
inltrating lymphocytes were observed in the in vivo mouse
model. Inhibiting the immune checkpoint through alph-PD1
and NV administration signicantly retarded tumor growth
via immune cell activation.

Mout et al. reported 10 nm arginine-terminated AuNPs for
use as gene/protein carriers. The surface ligands were
composed of arginine, ethylene glycol, and alkyl thiol.54 The
self-assembly of glutamate-terminated Cas9 protein and posi-
tively charged AuNPs occurred via electrostatic interaction. The
hydrodynamic size of the nanoassembly was proportionally
correlated to the number of glutamates on Cas9 (up to ∼475
nm). Their delivery mechanism showed that methyl-b-cyclo-
dextrin treatment effectively blocked the cytosolic delivery of the
AuNP carriers. Cholesterol-dependent membrane fusion was
the main mechanism for delivery of the Cas9-AuNP nano-
assembly. Fewer glutamates (0–10) caused the nanoassembly to
not be delivered into the cytosol but instead to attach to the cell
membrane. Using dye conjugation, cytosolic delivery of Cas9
was conrmed by cross-sectioned confocal images of the cells.
Using the nanoassembly as a carrier for the CRISPR/Cas9
complex, human PTEN gene editing was performed in ∼30%
for INDEL analysis.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 9788–9799 | 9795
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Fig. 8 Cytosolic delivery of mitochondria specific peptide delivery
with fluorous-tagging. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 56
with permission from [American Association for the Advancement of
Science], copyright [2020].

Table 1 Cytosolic delivery strategies of nanoparticle-based delivery sy
chymotrypsin, Trp: trypsin, GrA: granzyme-A, ALP: alakaline phosphatas

Cytosolic
delivery
strategy

Target activatable/
specic moiety Delivery cargo Delive

Penetration Tetra-guanidinium, pH
responsive

Saporin, GFP, RNaseA N/A

Guanidyl-rich polymer BSA-FITC, b-gal, HRP, Ctp,
Trp

Energy

Octaarginine, host–
guest chemistry

GFP, b-gal, IgG Endoc

Guanidinium,
glutamate

Biotinylated GrA Memb
ra m

Arginine, glutamate (E) E-tagged GFP, Gr A Memb
ra m

Endosomal
escape

DPA/Zn2+ BSA and oligopeptides Microp
lipid-r

ALP, phosphate Phosphopeptides (D-(Lys-
pTyr-Phe-Phe))

Caveol
nano

pH-responsive HiBiT peptides Endoc
memb

Stimuli-
sensitive

pH-sensitive
polyamidoamine
dendrimers

EGFP, SOD-FITC, RNase A-
FITC, OVA-FITC, YFP, R-PE,
b-gal

Lipid-r
media

1O2-cleavable linker siRNA, antisense
oligonucleotides,
photosensitizer

NIR lig

Peruoropentane
interior of PFC
nanoemulsions

FTagged-protein (GFP, IgG,
anti-b-tubulin)

Ultraso
media
macro

Hypoxia-sensitive RNase Energy
Fusogenic
liposome

pH-responsive CHEMS/
DOPE liposome

HBsAg, CpG,
oligonucleotides

pH-res

DMPC/DSPE-PEG/
DOTAP

Iron oxide nanoparticle Little b
fusoge

DOPE/DOTAP/DiR eGFP-mRNA Fusoge
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3.3 Organelle-targeted imaging and enrichment

Mitochondria are the power plants for cells. Dysfunction of the
mitochondria results in cancer and cardiovascular and auto-
immune diseases. A functional protein/mAb nanoassembly for
targeting mitochondria can be used as an organelle-specic
drug. However, excessive functionalization of the proteins can
alter their biological activity and delivery mechanism. Liew et al.
synthesized a triphenylphosphine (TPP)-functionalized nanogel
containing proteins or antibodies and successfully produced
mitochondria-specic protein delivery.55 Using glutathione
(GSH)-triggered cleavable moieties of the nanogel, proteins can
be delivered into the cytosol in a physiologically reducing
environment. Western blots of the mitochondrial fraction and
colocalization of MitoTracker using CLSM showed organelle-
specic delivery of the nanogel. Not only GFP, but also RNase
A were delivered into the cell cytosol by the nanogel carrier
system. Colocalization of RNase A-FITC with Lysotracker
showed endosomal escape followed by cytosolic delivery aer
12 h. For RNase delivery, phenyl boric acid was conjugated on
the nanogel to embed doxorubicin (DOX). Using reversible click
chemistry between the phenyl boronic acid group and the aryl
amine of the DOX, proteins and small-molecule drugs could be
stems (b-gal: beta-galactosidase, HRP: horseradish peroxidase, Ctp:
e, TNBC: triple-negative breast cancer)

ry mechnism Disease/application Ref.

A549 xenogra mouse (lung cancer) 30

dependent endocytosis N/A 31

ytosis-independent (direct) N/A 32

rane fusion like (direct), lipid-
ediated

Induce apoptosis 34

rane fusion like (direct), lipid-
ediated

Apoptosis 33

inocytosis-dependent and
a-associated

N/A 38

ae-mediated, particle to
ber transition

N/A 39

ytosis, destabilize endosomal
rane

N/A 40

a mediated and clathrin-
ted endocytosis

4T1, HeLa, MT4, HepG2 cell 41

ht irradiation Cervix adenocarcinoma (mice
bearing hell tumor)

42

und, receptor (integrins)-
ted endocytosis and
pinocytosis

A549 cell, bitransgenic mouse
model in which human HRasG12V

expressed

43

dependent endocytosis 4T1 TNBC model mouse 44
ponsive membrane fusion Hepatitis B virus 45

it of endocytosis and most of
nic liposome

N/A 46

nic liposome N/A 47

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Table 2 Nanomedicines for cytosolic delivery in the market or in the clinical trials

Cytosolic delivery methods Product Name Cargos Disease (target) Status Ref.

Penetration RT-002 Botulinum toxin A Cervical dystonia Completed 67
AM-111 JNKI-1 Hearing loss Phase III 68

Endosomal escapes SNS01-T siRNAs Lymphoma, diffuse large B-cell, etc. Phase I/II 69
Stimuli sensitive AVB-620 Cy5 and Cy7 Breast cancer Phase II 70
Liposome Doxil Doxorubicin hydrochloride Acute myeloid leukemia, etc. FDA approved(1995) 71
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simultaneously loaded onto the nanogels. Then, the RNase and
DOX could be released from the nanogels in the presence of
both endogenous GSH and reactive oxygen species (ROS). The
severe and synergistic cell cytotoxicity of the nanogel coloaded
with RNase and DOX occurred in a concentration-dependent
manner, whereas the GSH- and ROS-insensitive nanogel
showed marginal cytotoxicity.

Peptides with target affinity and inhibition ability have been
identied as drug candidates for undruggable proteins and
diseases. Even with low toxicity and high selectivity, those
peptides are susceptible to endogenous enzymes and exhibit
a short half-life in vivo. Rong et al. synthesized uorous-tagged
peptide NPs that targeted mitochondria (Fig. 8).56 Fluorinated
alkyl thiols were covalently conjugated on peptides containing
cysteine via disulde bonds. Aer uorination, the uorinated
peptides (F-P1) were assembled into a nanostructure in phos-
phate buffer conditions. F-P1 showed higher cytosolic delivery
efficiency than the TAT- or octaarginine tagging methods. Aer
intracellular delivery of F-P1, the intact P1 could be delivered via
cleavage of disulde bonds in the presence of endogenous
glutathione. The delivery mechanism study revealed that
intracellular delivery of F-P1 is an energy-dependent process
that involves multiple endocytosis pathways. The stability to
digestion of F-P1 was conrmed by coincubation of F-P1 (or
TAT-P1) with chymotrypsin. Cell-type-independent cytosolic
delivery was demonstrated. Fluorous-tagged KLAKLAKKLA-
KLAK peptides (KLA), a proapoptotic peptide that induces
apoptosis by mitochondrial membrane disruption, showed
organelle-specic cytosolic delivery. Fluorous-tagged KLA also
showed therapeutic efficacy in a xenogra tumor mouse model
without a decrease in body weight.

Wen et al. synthesized a nucleus- or lysosome-targeted dye
that induced photothermal therapy (PTT) under NIR laser
irradiation. The structure of the dyes was based on PB09, which
is a non-targeted dye with extremely short-lived excitons and
rapid decay in a non-radiative pathway.57 Deep-red emitting
uorescent dye and nucleus-targeting moieties (PKKKRKV
peptides, nucleus localization sequences) were functionalized
to synthesize the nucleus-targeted PTT dye (NucCR). For lyso-
somal targeting, morpholine groups were conjugated on the
PTT dye (LysoCR). Nuclear colocalization of Hoechst 33342 and
NucCR was conrmed by CLSM. Laser irradiation-dependent
PTT efficacy was conrmed by a cell viability test that admin-
istered NucCR and its derivatives. Even though LysoCR induced
only marginal cytotoxicity under laser irradiation, the neutral
pH in the lysosome was conrmed by acridine orange dye
labeling aer LysoCR uptake and laser irradiation. Partial
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
disruption of the lysosomal membrane could explain the pH
equilibrium between lysosome and cytosol.

Not only mentioned above, nanomedicines for other
subcellular organelles-targeting, including endoplasmic retic-
ulum for cancer immunotherapy58,59 and Golgi apparatus for
curing liver brosis and cancer metastasis60 have been
researched extensively.

4 Conclusions and future
perspectives

We summarized the recent progress in nanomedicine-mediated
cytosolic delivery. Cytosolic delivery has been studied by
researchers using various strategies, including CPPs, endo-
somal escape, stimuli-sensitive delivery, and FLs (Table 1). With
these strategies, nanomedicines loaded with bioactive mole-
cules have been applied to organelle-specic tagging, vaccine
delivery for enhanced immunotherapy, and intracellular
delivery of proteins and genes.

The surface chemistry of NPs can be optimized in relation to
the intended therapeutic protein.61–63 The exible surface
functionalization of the NP-based delivery platform allows NPs
to be used as a model system that mimics specic biomolecules
to study their delivery into the cytosol. Also, various proteins
and genes can be delivered into specic cells and tissues by
maximizing intracellular delivery strategies in conjunction with
nanoparticles. These non-viral vehicles can have non-targeted
and uncontrolled genetic alterations.64 Depending on the
composition of the cell membrane, membrane proteins and
cholesterol can alter the intracellular delivery mechanisms of
nanomedicines. Given that complexity and heterogeneity, NP
surfaces have to be developed accurately to maximize their
cytosolic delivery potential.

Upon cytosolic delivery, specic organelles and enzymes can
be labeled and up- or downregulated, which has attracted great
attention from researchers.65,66 The efficacy of proteins can be
enhanced using nely tuned NP-based delivery vehicles. The
specic targeting moieties on the nanomedicines can easily
isolate intracellular organelles with high purity and full
functionality.

For further biomedical applications, the toxicity of NP-based
delivery vehicles has to be carefully investigated andminimized.
With proper choice of materials, surface modications, and
target specicity, cytosolic delivery mechanisms can be applied
as efficient drug vehicles for human use. With the development
of various cytosol delivery mechanisms, researchers need to
choose and optimize them to meet their own goals. Some
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 9788–9799 | 9797
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cytosolic delivery methods have been clinically evaluated,
approved, and used (Table 2).67–71 For certain cases in clinical
uses, combining those cytosolic delivery methods may be
needed to achieve maximized cytosolic delivery. For example,
FL, CPPs, and stimuli-sensitive can be combined those tech-
niques on one nanomedicine to target specic cells and
subcellular organelles with the highest efficiency. Because the
next generation of cytosolic delivery methods is already being
developed by researchers, we expect their clinical use to become
a reality.
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